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A large delegation of the World Council of the Cedars Revolution visited the Patriarch and called for full implementation
of UNSCR1559.
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From the visitors of the Deman: Delegation from the World Council for the Cedars Revolution included: Dr. Anis Karam,
Chairman of the Middle East Relations Committee for Freedom and Democracy, Regina Qantra, Lawyer Roy Ta, Lawyer
Grace Kamel, Amin Mandelq, Huda Shattah and Katrine Papa Dobolo Karam spoke in front of the Patriarch, he confirmed
&prime;&prime; The foundation in forming the greatness of the homeland is great men like his grace ". He said:
&prime;&prime; Sir, your presence is all and this monument did not inhale his stones other than honesty and love
Lebanon in the near yesterday they told us Lebanon is over and Syria's province we brought Lebanon will not die and we
miraculously with a group of friends and in full cooperation with President George Bush and Jack Chirac. The United
Nations Security Council issued resolution 1559 and through this resolution and our head is the master of this edifice
then patriarch whistle and the Lebanese and a million and a half demonstrated in the martyrs square and through our
struggle together, we expelled the Syrian occupation from Lebanon but this decision must Completely carried out by
withdrawing weapons from all militias and we will only accept the Lebanese army and security forces on the homeland.
We are all with you in Lebanon's neutrality as you always return and under your wise leadership we strive to reach the
liberation of legitimate institutions ". Mrs. Regina Qantra spoke after the meeting, she said :" We were honored to visit the
Patriarch and came thankful and supporters of the initiative he launched to salvation Lebanon the state and the entity
from our struggle in Lebanon and alienation to liberate legitimacy The sovereign decision is from the Iranian authority and
the implementation of international resolutions, especially resolution 1559, the disbanding and disarming all militias, the
extension of state authority over all its territories, and the cooperation between the church, free Lebanese and friendly
countries and the declaration of neutrality of Lebanon with the guarantee of nations United to preserve and preserve the
Lebanese entity for all Lebanese ".
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